


for best results, print on colored cardstock 



TANGRAM 
Tangram puzzles originated in Imperial China during the Tang Dynasty. They are thought to 
have  been introduced in Europe in the 19th century on trading ships. 
 
Tangram patterns are called in Chine “Chin-Chiao Pan” meaning  “intriguing seven piece puz-
zle”. A book published in China in 1815 by Shan –Chiao contains 374 puzzle patterns. 
 
The rules are simple: use all the shapes, or tans, from the puzzle; make sure they all touch an-
other piece but do not let them overlap; and create a recognizable design. Use your imagination 
or make the shapes shown on this page. 
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Chinese new year lucky 
red envelope 

 
you will need: 
 scissors 
 glue stick 
 
instructions: 
 
1. color envelope red 
2. cut out envelope 
3. fold on dotted lines 
4. put glue on tabs 

where indicated 
5. glue together 
6. glue 2 gold coins  
    together to make 1       

double-sided coin 
 repeat to make 5 

coins 
7. put coins in envelope 



Chinese New Year falls sometime in January or February each 
year. It begins on the first New Moon of the year. During this time, 
the Moon cannot be seen in the night sky. Chinese New Year ends 15 

days later, during the first Full Moon of the year. 

Each new year is ruled by one of the 12 animals of the Chinese 
zodiac. According to one legend, the animals were chosen by the 
Buddha. One day the Buddha asked all the animals to come and 
visit him. The animals that showed up are the 12 animals of the 

Chinese zodiac. Over time, it was believed that people took on the 
traits of the year they were born.  

Are you like your Chinese zodiac animal? 

People set off fireworks to welcome the New Year.  
It is believed that the fireworks will drive away evil  

and bring good luck. 

The Red packet is a red envelope with money in it.  
Usually the red packet is given by adults to young children 

during the days of the New Year celebration. It is believed that 
the money in the red packet will keep the children healthy, give 

them a long life, and protect them from evil.  

Lively parades filled with colorful costumes, dancing, and the 
sounds of drums and gongs take place all through Chinese New 
Year. Dragon dances are performed all over China. At the front 
of the dragon, a dancer holds up the head. More dancers follow 
behind with the body. Lion dances are believed to chase off evil 

and to bring good luck to shopkeepers. 
 

Dragons are also a symbol of spring in China. According to 
legend, people began performing dragon dances to wake up a 

dragon that brought spring rain for newly planted crops. 

People hang long red banners with good luck wishes written on 
them around their home.  

Chinese New Year is the most important celebration in China. 
Chinese people follow certain traditions to make sure they have 

a lucky new year. 

Most information here is from Celebrations in My World:  
CHINESE New Year, written by Carrie Gleason and published by  

Crabtree Publishing Company in 1973. 









Print on red cardstock paper 


